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摘  要 
 
 






































    With the development of economy and the deepening reform of state-owned 
enterprises in China, collectivization has become an inevitable trend of state-owned 
enterprises.For state-owned enterprises to maintain a sustainable and healthy development 
it is important for them to take a more scientific and effective approach to controlling the 
group, improving management efficiency and business performance. 
    YY Group is a local state-owned group company, its main businesses are financial 
investment and asset management. Since its founding six years ago, YY Group has grown 
rapidly, however they are in the early stages of collectivization. Due to historical and 
institutional reasons, YY have grown to have a number of issues such as their corporate 
structure, the parent-subsidiary company has little control, it manages its resources 
ineffectively, and they lack competitiveness in the market. These issues have lead to the 
high operating cost of group's internal management and transactions, and there are many 
weak links in the parent company’s ability to control the group, having negative effects on 
the sustained and healthy development of the enterprise group.With the further expansion 
of the enterprise, it is an important factor for the development of YY to effectively control 
the group .Therefore, scientific selection and optimization design of parent-subsidiary 
control mode has important practical significance and playing a guiding role for YY . 
This thesis analyzes the basic situation of YY Group and the control system of the 
parent-subsidiary corporate status, and puts forward the existing problems. A combination 
of parent-subsidiary control related theory and experience working in YY Group executive 
positions on the YY Group, parent-subsidiary control system optimization design was 
carried out.This thesis, firstly, defines the YY Group parent-subsidiary corporate strategic 
objectives and function positioning, and then fully considers the company internal and 
external environment, the characteristics and influencing factors of three kinds of control 
modes, proposed a single control mode of YY Group adopt centralized is inappropriate. In 
the current stage of development YY Group should adopt the hybrid control mode, giving 
priority to strategic control, united financial control and operation control as the auxiliary 
control mode and to find an optimization design for YY Group's governance structure,  

















human resources, performance and culture will be optimized. 
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第二节  研究目标和研究方法 
一、研究目标 



































第三节  研究内容和结构 
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理论综述    YY集团母子公司管控现状及问题
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母子公司管控体系总体设计      

















母子公司管控手段优化      
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